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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

To Our Readers,
Each year Florida Shorebird Alliance (FSA) partners diligently monitor nesting seabird and shorebird populations following a
standardized survey protocol, the Breeding Bird Protocol for Florida’s Shorebirds and Seabirds. Since 2011, data collected
during the breeding season has been submitted to the state’s central data repository, the Florida Shorebird Database (FSD).
At the end of each breeding season, we dig deep into the data to develop new analytical approaches and to document
trends, conservation successes and failures, and adaptations to changing conditions throughout the nesting season.
Through experience we have learned that each breeding season has its own story characterized by a unique set of
opportunities and challenges for both the shorebirds and our partners. As monitors, stewards, and managers, our partners
continually take actions to advance shorebird conservation in the moment and over time. This year’s sections about Hurricane
Michael, Posting and Conservation Effort, and Wilson’s plover surveys in the Keys all highlight the continued evolution of
shorebird conservation in Florida. Evaluating our successes and our struggles provides the opportunity for the Florida
Shorebird Alliance to continually adapt for the good of the birds.
Although each breeding season presents unique challenges, the commonalities across seasons allow us to develop updated
species summaries and guidance documents that can be referenced over time to support shorebird conservation. We hope
the updated resources, including the Species Fact Sheets, the Timing of Ground Nesting & Flightless Chicks, and Minimum
Counts of Breeding Pairs, will support your day-to-day shorebird conservation activities.
Finally, we are proud to announce that we have finalized our strategy for estimating seabird abundance and are reporting
abundance estimates for black skimmers and least terns in the Abundance Estimates section of this report.
We hope you enjoy all the perspectives this report has to offer.
-The Annual Report Editorial Team
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SHOREBIRD & SEABIRD CONSERVATION GOALS & STRATEGIES
The goal of shorebird and seabird conservation work in Florida

reducing cumulative harm. Furthermore, many individuals of

is to improve the conservation status of all beach-nesting

these priority species move great distances and regularly

birds. The highest conservation priorities include four state-

disperse to habitats elsewhere in the Gulf and Atlantic Flyway

listed species: American oystercatcher, snowy plover, least tern,

regions. By increasing breeding success, Florida contributes to

and black skimmer, and Wilson’s plover, which is listed as a

the growth and resilience of populations outside the state.

species of greatest conservation need in Florida’s 2019 State
Wildlife Action Plan. These five priority species overlap in siteuse, habitat requirements, and threats. Coastal habitats are
naturally dynamic environments that are globally stressed by
human population growth and climate change. Beaches in
Florida are highly sought after for development and tourism,
leaving little remaining undeveloped habitat. What remains is
suitable habitat with increased human activity that can disturb
shorebirds and seabirds.

The Florida Shorebird Alliance (FSA) implements conservation
strategies to increase the population levels of the five priority
species. For the state-listed species, the goal is population
recovery and removal from the Florida Threatened Species
List. For Wilson’s plovers, the goal is to prevent the species
from needing to be listed. The Species Action Plan for
Imperiled Beach-nesting Birds1 outlines population recovery
goals for each conservation region and details actions
designed to address threats to shorebirds and seabirds. The

The ever-increasing human population living and recreating on

Florida Beach-nesting Bird Plan2 outlines short-term

Florida’s coastline has also increased predator abundance and

population goals and strategies to grow the populations of

regulatory conflicts that can undermine successful recovery of

the five priority species. Lasting conservation success in the

beach-nesting bird populations, requiring a multi-pronged

face of Florida’s growing human population requires public

approach to shorebird conservation. Addressing site-specific

support for management actions to protect beach-nesting

threats increases the future resilience of local populations by

birds.

5 STRATEGIES FOR
GROWING THE POPULATIONS
OF THE PRIORITY SPECIES
Reduce human disturbance
Manage habitat
Manage predation
Address management information needs
Improve regulatory coordination

Look for these dots in each section of the
report to see the five strategies in action!

Snowy plover downy chick
Photo by Caity Reiland-Smith

1

Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC). 2013. A Species Action Plan for Four Imperiled Species of Beach-Nesting Birds.
Tallahassee, Florida, USA.

2

Schulte, S.A. et al. 2016. Florida Beach-nesting Bird Plan. Manomet, Massachusetts, USA.
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Population targets have been established at the regional scale

Monitoring data provide the basis for setting management

to achieve statewide population recovery goals. The priority

priorities and evaluating the effectiveness of conservation

species occur in nearly every coastal county, and each region

strategies across the state. With monitoring data, we can

has counties that are important for the current population of

detect population change and identify the mechanisms that

one or more species (Fig. 1). In addition to achieving

may be limiting populations (e.g., predation, disturbance,

population growth, maintaining adequate species distribution

weather, habitat degradation), which then allows us to

is critical to reducing population vulnerability to stressors like

implement the appropriate conservation strategies. Monitoring

hurricanes or red tide. To achieve healthy populations of

is also crucial for measuring the effectiveness of management

priority species, habitat management and enhancement are

efforts and our progress toward achieving the conservation

key to creating new breeding opportunities.

objectives.

Northeast
AMOY: 23%
BLSK: 4%
Northwest

LETE: 20%

AMOY: 23%

WIPL: 34%

BLSK: 16%
LETE: 28%
SNPL: 83%
WIPL: 21%

Big Bend
AMOY: 29%
LETE: 2%
WIPL: 12%

Southwest

Southeast

AMOY: 21%

AMOY: 4%

BLSK: 77%

BLSK: 1%

LETE: 27%

LETE: 9%

SNPL: 17%
WIPL: 17%

South
BLSK: 2%
LETE: 14%
WIPL: 16%

Figure 1. Nesting concentrations of priority species (LETE: least tern, BLSK: black skimmer, AMOY: American
oystercatcher, SNPL: snowy plover, WIPL: Wilson’s plover) by county and percentage of the current population of
breeding pairs within the six Imperiled Beach-nesting Bird Regions in Florida (dark black lines). Nesting
concentrations and regional percentages were obtained using the minimum counts of breeding pairs for the
2018 and 2019 breeding seasons.
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MONITORING
Florida Shorebird Alliance (FSA) partners follow the Breeding
Bird Protocol to monitor the 20 species of shorebirds and

Since 2015, the number of FSA surveyors has
remained fairly constant, yet the number of
surveys keeps increasing.

seabirds that nest in Florida, with a particular focus on four
state-listed species: American oystercatcher, snowy plover,

FSA partners are dedicated!

black skimmer, and least tern, and one species of greatest
conservation need: Wilson’s plover. Monitoring is crucial for
measuring the effectiveness of management and conservation
efforts and progress toward achieving species population goals.
Monitoring participation and survey effort have increased since
the Florida Shorebird Database (FSD) was created (Table 1). The
number of FSA monitors contributing data to the FSD has
more than doubled, the number of route surveys has
quadrupled, and the number of rooftop surveys has increased
8-fold since 2011 (Fig. 2)!
Frequent monitoring helps to document nesting success,
causes of nest or chick loss, disturbance events, re-nesting
attempts, and peak nesting. Frequent monitoring even helps
refine the abundance estimates. In 2019, 71% of route surveys
statewide were conducted within 10 days of the previous
survey!

Figure 2. Numbers of route surveys, rooftop surveys, and
FSA surveyors from 2011-2019. *The FWC rooftop study
increased the number of rooftop surveys in 2018.

Thanks to this monumental effort, we are able to use the
monitoring data in the FSD to inform population assessments
and adaptive management around the state.

Table 1. Summary of FSD monitoring data from 2011 - 2019.

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

112

161

183

191

255

279

274

273

248

Number of Routes

184

228

203

268

299

331

304

336

346

Total Route Surveys

1107

1824

1967

3158

3370

3920

4128

4189

4437

sites

888

1105

1265

1331

1578

1063

1161

1234

1152

visits

2524

3123

3859

4430

5387

4322

4647

5052

4314

sites

123

170

170

194

196

208

196

277

212

visits

656

1028

1164

1531

1427

1804

1826

2766

1909

sites

169

221

260

313

387

407

387

402

322

visits

320

661

1000

1473

2419

2886

2889

4176

2532

617

1027

1172

1339

2262

2404

2153

2287

2310

FSA Monitors
Routes

Solitary
Ground
Colony
Rooftop
Chick/young sightings

Note: FSA Monitors is the number of people submitting data in a given year. Number of routes includes all unique routes that
were surveyed completely at least once during the season. Number of solitary sites is the total number of nest attempts reported
for a given year (one pair may re-nest multiple times) for all shorebird species. Colony sites contain multiple nests and re-nests.
Rooftop sites include all previously documented rooftops that were checked, whether they were active or inactive. Chick
sightings can include repeat observations of chicks over time. Query date: June 23, 2020; source data server: FWC-WPCL001-A.
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MONITORING DATA AT WORK
The monitoring data collected and submitted by partners via the Florida
Shorebird Database has continued to provide a wealth of information.
Florida Shorebird Alliance partners use these data to support and
evaluate the success of conservation, management, and protection
actions. The results can be seen in the success stories found across the
state, like the ones described below.

Panhandle

Panhandle

American oystercatcher chick, photo by Jack Rogers

Gulf Islands National Seashore (GUIS)
GUIS hosts about a fifth of Florida’s breeding snowy plovers, but with 21 miles of habitat, it hasn’t always been
possible to conduct regular shorebird surveys. Recently, the FWC partnered with GUIS to provide additional staff
and develop a new strategy to improve monitoring in order to assess abundance, nesting outcomes, productivity,
and predation pressures. Consistent monitoring data from GUIS continues to inform the assessment of the snowy
plover population in Florida, and the ongoing development and implementation of site-specific management
strategies.

Big Bend

Big Bend

Marjorie Harris Carr Cross Florida Greenway Spoil Islands
These spoil islands host one of Florida’s highest concentrations of breeding American oystercatchers, but chick
survival is often low. In 2017, the FWC, the USGS Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit at the University of
Florida, and the Nature Coast Biological Station began collaborating on research to develop a site-specific adaptive
management plan. Predation and human disturbance were identified as priority threats to chick survival. The plan
was implemented in the fall of 2019. The goal of management was to reduce threats to nesting birds via
vegetation removal, trash removal, and increased posting and law enforcement.

Northeast

Northeast

Brevard County Rooftops
Rooftops are the primary nesting habitat for least terns along Florida’s Atlantic coast. In 2018, almost 70 least tern
chicks fell from three Brevard County rooftop colonies. With permission from property owners, Audubon and the
FWC installed 2,910 feet of chick fencing on these high-risk rooftops before the 2019 breeding season began. As a
result, no chicks from the 242 nests on these newly fenced rooftops were reported as having fallen off in 2019.

South

South

Southwest

Southwest

Carlos Point
Despite excellent habitat, heavy predation pressure and human disturbance contributed to low breeding success
among black skimmers at Carlos Point. In 2018, private landowners, Audubon, the FWC, and the US Department of
Agriculture cooperatively implemented a predation management plan and a stewardship program that provided
outreach and education. The result was immediate – the black skimmers at Carlos Point produced 112 fledglings in
2018, a record number for the site especially compared to 2016 and 2017, when no fledglings were produced
despite high nesting attempts.
Castillo Pit Nesting Platform
In the Florida Keys, the FWC, the US Fish & Wildlife Service, and National Audubon undertook a joint project to
increase nesting habitat where potential nesting habitat was limited. The result was a creative solution to construct
an artificial nesting platform designed to attract terns. And it worked! In the first year after construction, 26 least
tern pairs were documented nesting on the platform resulting in at least 9 fledged young. The project was so
successful that additional platforms were built.
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POSTING & CONSERVATION EFFORT

Photo by Jean Olbert

Breeding sites in Florida require a suite of conservation

foot traffic at low tide. During prior breeding seasons, Bird

strategies tailored to site-specific pressures. Posting is an

Island faced frequent disturbance and overwash events.

active management tool used by Florida Shorebird Alliance

Despite being the historically largest black skimmer colony on

(FSA) partners when human disturbance is a potential threat to

the Atlantic coast, monitoring data indicated that the colony

shorebirds and seabirds.

at Bird Island had not produced any fledglings in at least 10

POSTING EFFORT
Posting of nesting, brood-rearing, and sensitive feeding
habitats is one of the primary means of reducing disturbance
in busy recreation areas statewide. Nesting sites are often
posted with signs and rope to alert beachgoers that nests or
broods are present. FSA partners work throughout the season
to identify, post, and maintain posting at sensitive habitats
that are most vulnerable to disturbance. Over 6,000 priority

years.
In 2019, FSA partners collaborated to ramp up efforts to
reduce human disturbance at breeding sites in the Nassau
Sound Islands CWA. In addition to increasing stewardship,
public outreach, and law enforcement patrols, the nesting
habitat was closed with regulatory CWA and No Landing signs.
Additionally, FSA partners monitored the site regularly to track
adult, nest, and chick numbers.

species nests and 60,000 other shorebird and seabird nests

The efforts to reduce human disturbance in 2019 were a

were protected with posting in 2019.

success! The black skimmer colony at Bird Island not only had

The best protections are achieved when posting is combined
with stewarding, outreach, and coordination with law
enforcement. In 2019, the Nassau Sound Islands Critical
Wildlife Area (CWA) exemplified how this combination of
strategies can result in nesting success.

NASSAU SOUND ISLANDS CWA
The Nassau Sound Islands CWA is located on the Atlantic
coast between Duval and Nassau Counties and includes an
area called Bird Island. During the breeding season, Bird Island
hosts many nesting species, including four priority species:
black skimmers, least terns, American oystercatchers, and
Wilson’s plovers. The black skimmer colony on Bird Island is
one of only four ground colonies on the Atlantic coast.
Bird Island is closed to the public but is vulnerable to

the largest number of breeding pairs on the Atlantic coast, it
was also the most productive - it produced 30 fledglings. This
was the first time in at least 10 years that black skimmers
successfully produced young at this site. The posting efforts
also benefited the American oystercatcher; the number of
breeding pairs at the site doubled in 2019.

REDUCING HUMAN DISTURBANCE
Posting and other methods to reduce human disturbance are
effective, but they require continual effort to maintain
throughout the breeding season. Maintaining posted areas in
dynamic coastal habitats that often undergo major weather
events is an ongoing challenge for FSA partners. However, it is
worth the time and effort because it has proved to be an
effective and essential conservation strategy for areas that face
frequent human disturbance.
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ABUNDANCE ESTIMATES
for Black Skimmers & Least Terns

FSA MISSION FILE
MISSION: POSSIBLE

STATUS: ACCEPTED

Seabirds

Use Florida Shorebird Database data to estimate abundance for priority
seabirds in Florida.

2019 Statewide
Abundance Estimate

% Ground

% Rooftop

Black Skimmer

3,006 pairs (2,741-3,272)

97%

3%

Least Tern

7,206 pairs (6,210-8,203)

45%

55%

Query Date: June 23, 2020; source data server: FWC-WPCL001-A

Table 2. Abundance estimates with 95% confidence intervals and relative contribution of ground- and roof-nesting
black skimmers and least terns during the 2019 breeding season.

In 2020, the FWC Shorebird Data Team finalized a process

analytical challenges related to the facts that nesting is not

that allows us to calculate the most accurate abundance

always synchronous, birds may move between colonies

estimates possible with confidence intervals (CI) for black

within a season, and monitoring does not occur

skimmers and least terns, based solely on information

simultaneously across all breeding sites.

available in the Florida Shorebird Database (FSD). With this
advancement, the FSD will serve as the sole data source to
update statewide seabird abundance estimates and to assess
progress toward species recovery goals.
To accomplish this task, we developed a custom analysis
strategy that allows us to leverage all data reported to

Developing abundance estimates using data from the FSD
has been a long-term priority for shorebird conservation
partners. More than a decade of consistent monitoring by
FSA partners has made this achievement possible. We are
thrilled to present

the 2019 statewide

the FSD. Our analysis produces an estimate of the

abundance estimates for black

number of breeding pairs in Florida and overcomes

skimmers and least terns (Table 2)!
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ABUNDANCE ESTIMATES
for Black Skimmers & Least Terns
SEABIRD ABUNDANCE ESTIMATE STRATEGY
Seabirds move across space and over time throughout the
nesting season. Because most seabirds in Florida are not
individually marked (banded), we developed an analysis to
generate abundance estimates that reduces the risk of double
counting breeding pairs and reflects uncertainty (through
confidence intervals) about how far and how often birds really
move.
SPACE—HOW FAR DO BIRDS MOVE?
Based on the geographical distribution of colonies, we were
able to assume birds rarely move between Imperiled Beachnesting Bird (IBNB) regions within a season. However, we know
that when colonies experience partial or total failure, birds are
likely to move to alternative locations (up to 40 km from their
original colony) within the IBNB region. The likelihood for
birds to move among colonies increases the closer the
colonies are to one another.
To address this issue, we grouped all adjacent colonies (within
200 m) and summed the count reported for each colony by
day. This step accounted for movement between adjacent

colonies, reducing the potential for double counting breeding
adults. Birds are also known to move to nearby colonies (up to
40 km apart) throughout the breeding season.

Least tern pair, photo by Maxis Gamez

TIME—HOW OFTEN DO BIRDS MOVE AMONG NEARBY COLONIES?
The frequency of birds moving among nearby colonies is likely
low over a 4-day to 10-day period, with the risk of doublecounting birds increasing as the timespan increases (4 days
lower risk, 10 days higher risk). Conversely, the risk of doublecounting birds that have moved to other colonies decreases as
the distance between nearby colonies increases (1 km apart
higher risk, 40 km apart lower risk).
Seasonal immigration and emigration also needed to be
considered when evaluating movement. Peak nesting is the
time when the birds are least likely to move into or out of an
area. To limit the influence of immigration/emigration, we
limited our abundance estimate strategy to evaluate only data
from the peak nesting period for each species.
We cannot say with certainty how often or how far birds are
moving among colonies, so we developed an analysis that
allowed us to include variation in our model by grouping
colony data across multiple distances (0 km – 40 km, at 1 km
increments) and timespans (4 to 10 days, by day). This
approach allowed us to account for variation in movement
among colonies over the peak nesting period. The variation in
abundance observed across the spatial and temporal
combinations was then used to describe our confidence in the
statewide (Table. 2) and regional (Fig. 3; ground-nesting only)

Black skimmer adults, photo by Maxis Gamez

abundance estimates.
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ABUNDANCE ESTIMATES
for Black Skimmers & Least Terns
RESULTS

Ground-nesting Pairs

In 2019, we estimate there were 3,006 pairs (95% CI:

by IBNB Region

2,741-3,272) of black skimmers in Florida. The
majority (2,927 pairs; 95% CI: 2,662-3,193) were

IBNB Region: Number of pairs (95%, confidence interval)

found at ground nesting locations (Fig. 3). The
remaining 79 pairs were from rooftops and were
estimated by applying the minimum count strategy.
The overall statewide abundance estimate for least
terns in 2019 was 7,206 pairs (95% CI: 6,210-8,203).
Forty-five percent (3,215 pairs; 95% CI: 2,863-3,568;
Fig. 3) of pairs were found at ground nesting

Northeast:
81 (79-84)

Northwest:
571 (455-688)

nesting least tern pairs (3,991 pairs; 95% CI: 3,3474,635) was calculated using FSD rooftop count data
combined with a rooftop detection factor developed
by FWC in 2018. The statewide rooftop abundance
estimate for least terns cannot be calculated by
IBNB region because the correction factor is only
valid at a statewide scale.
WHAT’S NEXT?

Ground-nesting only

on rooftops. The statewide abundance of rooftop

BLACK SKIMMER

colonies. The remaining 55% of pairs were observed

Southwest:
2,274 (2,036-2,513)

Southeast:
1 (1-1)

The new seabird abundance estimate strategy allows
us to produce accurate and comprehensive regional
and statewide estimates of abundance. As banding
and re-sighting surveys continue and expand in
Florida, we anticipate that we will gain the

Northeast:

knowledge to further refine our abundance
estimates. In the meantime, we look forward to
applying our new analysis strategy to future

Northwest:
1,221 (910-1,533)

breeding season data to track and report trends in

intervals in each IBNB region.

Ground-nesting only

the 2019 breeding season with 95% confidence

LEAST TERN

(bottom) ground-nesting abundance estimates from

Big Bend:
150 (144-157)

abundance over time.

Figure 3. Black skimmer (top) and least tern

716 (618-815)

Southwest:
941 (821-1,062)

Southeast:
130 (78-183)
South:

57 (53-62)
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MINIMUM COUNTS OF BREEDING PAIRS

American oystercatchers
Photo by Jack Rogers

What are minimum counts?
The minimum count of breeding pairs in Florida is a snapshot of the highest number of pairs with confirmed breeding observed
for each species during a single 10-day survey period statewide. Minimum counts tell us there are at least this many breeding
pairs in Florida, for each species in a given year. The time period used to find the minimum counts coincides with statewide peak
nesting for each species. The range of minimum counts shows how the minimum counts vary over a five-year period. Minimum
counts are snapshot counts based on data entered into the Florida Shorebird Database; they are not corrected for asynchronous
nesting. More robust abundance estimates for priority species (in bold below) will replace minimum counts as they are
developed. Black skimmer and least tern abundance estimates are now available in this report.

2019 Minimum
Pairs

Seabirds

Black Skimmer

See the 2019 abundance estimate!

Caspian Tern

184

156 - 302

Gull-billed Tern

222

57 - 255

Laughing Gull

42,073

32,013 - 51,040

Least Tern

See the 2019 abundance estimate!

Roseate Tern

Shorebirds

Range of Minimum
Pairs (2015-2019)

When to use...
...abundance estimates
Whenever they are available!
Abundance estimates account for
bird movement and asynchronous
nesting, and are a more robust
measure of statewide population
size.

...minimum counts
Whenever abundance estimates

50

19 - 97

Royal Tern

8,434

4,724 - 17,000

Sandwich Tern

1,267

426 - 1,267

American Oystercatcher

136

87 - 136

are best used as an indicator of

Snowy Plover

98

98 - 155

statewide population sizes for

Wilson's Plover

211

102 - 211

Query Date: June 23, 2020; source data server: FWC-WPCL001-A

are not available. Minimum counts
represent the lowest possible
boundary of an abundance
estimate range. Minimum counts
possible trends and as a proxy for
species that do not have
abundance estimates.
Want to know more? See pages 9
and 10 in the 2019
monitoring report.
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THE FLORIDA KEYS
Filling a Wilson’s Plover Data Gap
Wilson’s plover
Photo by Kevin Christman

Florida is recognized as an important breeding area for one of

well camouflaged, therefore it is likely that many breeding

the least numerous shorebirds in North America, the Wilson’s

sites are still unknown and un-surveyed. This is especially true

plover. The estimated population for the species in the

for small and inaccessible pockets of potential nesting habitats

continental U.S. is 8,600 individuals and the data show that the

such as salt flats and tidal/ephemeral ponds that may support

species is declining while its range has been contracting

a few breeding pairs.

southward.3 Previous abundance assessments have estimated
that Florida’s breeding population contributes 11-12% to the
North American population of Wilson’s plover.4 The Wilson’s
plover’s dependence on shorelines has made it vulnerable to

Figure 4. Wilson’s plover adult locations documented
in the Florida Keys and Florida Bay during the 2019
survey.

human population growth. In
addition, nesting habitat for
Wilson’s plovers is vulnerable
to destruction from natural
erosion, weather, and sea
level rise.
Data entered by partners in
the Florida Shorebird
Database (FSD) represents
the best available
approximation of their
statewide distribution.
However, the Wilson’s plover
can be found in diverse
nesting habitats and their
nests, eggs, and chicks are

3

Andres, B.A., P. A. Smith, R. I. G. Morrison, C. L. Gratto-Trevor, S. C. Brown, and C. A. Friis. 2012. Population estimates of North American shorebirds, 2012.

4

Zdravkovic, M. 2013. Conservation plan for the Wilson’s Plover (Charadrius wilsonia). Version 1.0. Manomet Center for Conservation Sciences,

Wader Study Group Bulletin 119: 178-194.
Manomet, Massachusetts, USA.
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Photo by Kevin Christman

Bay were a known monitoring gap for Wilson’s plovers. In
2008 and 2009, the Coastal Bird Conservation Program
documented 89 Wilson’s plover breeding pairs at 26 nesting
areas in the Florida Keys.5 However, the FSD data for the 2011
to 2018 breeding seasons only showed a handful of nesting

Wilson’s plover
Photo by Mia McPherson

sites and breeding pairs (0-5 nesting pairs) across 11
established breeding survey routes in the Keys.

Were the low number of nesting pairs caused by
a sharp decline of the local population in the
Florida Keys, or were monitoring efforts missing
current breeding habitats? Addressing this question
was a critical step toward an accurate estimate of the
statewide population of the Wilson’s plover.
In 2019 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
(FWC) biologists conducted a survey in the Florida Keys and
They first selected sites where breeding Wilson’s plovers were

Figure 6. Teams documented 58 breeding pairs of Wilson’s
plovers in the Florida Keys and Florida Bay during the 2019
survey efforts.

previously documented, based on information from three

The study was implemented by 13 biologists from the FWC,

Florida Bay to document breeding Wilson’s plovers (Fig. 4).

sources:

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Department of
Defense (Fig. 5). The first round of surveys coincided with the

1)

FSD data from 2011 - 2018

2)

Data reported in U.S. Gulf Coast Beach-Nesting Bird
Assessment & Management Guidelines5

3)

potential start of the nesting in the region and aimed to
maximize detection of breeding adults on territory. The team
surveyed 32 routes over five days and documented a total of

Word of mouth from biologists in the region who

48 breeding pairs, with at least 15 confirmed nests. The team

were aware of breeding sites not in the FSD

conducted the second round of surveys in Florida Bay later in

Using this approach, 38 priority routes were selected.

the nesting season. An additional 10 Wilson’s plover pairs
were observed but the counts were considered a minimum
because the survey was conducted past the peak of nesting. It
is likely that breeding adults (whether successful or not) were
no longer present on the sites during the late season survey.
Based on the maximum number of breeding adults and nests
observed, from both rounds of surveys, a total of 58 breeding
pairs were documented (Fig. 6). This number is 11.6 times
higher than the highest number of pairs previously reported
for the region in the FSD. However, it is also 30% less than
what was reported 10 years ago. Of the 38 routes surveyed,
45% had breeding Wilson’s plovers (Fig. 4), and the number of
pairs per route ranged from 1 to 25. The remaining 55% of

Photo by Kevin Christman

Figure 5. Surveyors counting Wilson’s plovers in the Florida
Keys.
5

routes were largely unsuitable with overgrown mangroves or
standing water (Fig. 7). The differences observed in distribution
illustrate the highly dynamic landscape found in the region,
where nesting habitat suitability fluctuates rapidly between

Zdravkovic, M.G. 2016. U.S. Gulf Coast Beach-Nesting Bird Assessment and Management Guidelines. Submitted to National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation by Conservian/Coastal Bird Conservation, Big Pine Key, FL.
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Photos by Raya Pruner

Figure 7. Wilson’s plovers were documented at 45% (n=38) of the surveyed routes. The remaining 55% of surveyed routes
featured habitat that was largely unsuitable, with standing water or overgrown mangroves as pictured here.
nesting seasons. Nevertheless, the results clearly show that the

increased monitoring data gathered by partners in the Keys

Florida Keys is an important breeding area for Wilson’s

will contribute to a refined statewide abundance estimate for

plovers. Additionally, the habitat suitability data collected in

Wilson’s plovers.

the region will be used to identify potential data gaps and
expand future monitoring coverage statewide.

As Florida’s coastal landscape changes, so do nesting
opportunities for shorebirds and seabirds. Partners in the Keys

The new collaborative effort not only filled the

have shown that local insights are invaluable for identifying

initial data gap but inspired local partners to

potential nesting habitat and filling data gaps (Fig. 8). This

expand Wilson’s plover monitoring in the Florida
Keys.

work paves the way for identifying unexplored potential
Wilson’s plover nesting habitat in other parts of the state.

There are now 32 breeding routes monitored by partners in

Wilson’s Plover Survey Team:

the Florida Keys. Partner efforts in 2019 provided the first

Kevin Christman, Marvin Friel, Ariam Jimenez, Kevin Kalasz,

baseline information on productivity for the region. Local
partners not only confirmed at least three flight capable chicks
in the lower keys, but also identified the largest threats to nest
success in the area: predation and nest inundation. The

Joe Marchionno, Matt Martin, Susie Nuttall, Jeanette Parker,
Raya Pruner, Suzy Roebling, Andrew Townsend, Natasha
Warraich, and Ricardo Zambrano

Thank you!

Figure 8. The
potential breeding
habitat in the Florida
Keys made nest
searching especially
challenging. Nests
were predominantly
found in salt flats,
limestone, and
gravel.

Photo by Raya Pruner

Photo by Kevin Christman
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HURRICANE MICHAEL
Impacts on Snowy Plovers in the Panhandle
Snowy plovers
Photo by Britt Brown

Coastal habitats are highly dynamic systems that are exposed

combined with information about habitat preferences,

to rapid and sometimes extreme changes from tidal activity,

reproductive behavior, and biology.

sand drift, or severe storms. Hurricanes are a powerful and
destructive force, but they are also a driving force for habitat
renewal. Yet the influence of hurricanes on coastal-dependent
shorebirds is often unknown or in some cases contradictory,
where shorebirds experience varying positive and negative
effects. To effectively evaluate the impacts of hurricanes to
shorebirds, we use standardized long-term monitoring data

Snowy plovers are found throughout Florida’s Gulf coast;
however, the panhandle region supports roughly 80% of the
state population. The majority of snowy plovers are year-round
residents, spending their winters at or near breeding sites.
Snowy plovers are a solitary nesting species that rely on their
ability to blend into the surrounding landscape and spot

Figure 9. Hurricane Michael details and the important shorebird areas directly impacted due to their proximity
to the eye.
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approaching predators. They preferentially select nesting

impacted area collectively supports 35% of the Florida snowy

locations where vegetation is either absent or sparse. In the

plover population and 40% of the regional population.

absence of storms, habitat quickly becomes densely vegetated
and as a result, plovers become less camouflaged and are less
able to detect approaching predators. Based on FSA partner
data, coyotes and Atlantic ghost crabs are the primary
predators responsible for nest loss in the region and the rate
of nest loss by these predators rises with higher densities of
dune vegetation.6

AREA

NEGATIVE IMPACTS

FROM

HURRICANE MICHAEL: Because

of consistent year-round monitoring in the panhandle, FWC
biologists were able to detect changes in snowy plover annual
survival regionwide, and to the breeding population of the
impact area before and after the storm. In 2018, snowy plovers
regionwide experienced a 19% decline in survival compared to
the prior 10-year average. However, the consequences were

OF IMPACT: Hurricane Michael impacted the entire

more pronounced in the impact area and the sites that
experienced the greatest loss were those closest to the

Long-term monitoring by FSA partners enabled
the evaluation of impacts of Hurricane Michael
to snowy plovers.
panhandle region. However, the strongest impacts were
experienced across 83 miles of coastline in Bay and Gulf
counties, including 35 miles of important shorebird breeding
habitat (Fig. 9). The area is unique because of its long and
contiguous stretches of coastal conservation lands, the

hurricane eye, where the strongest winds occurred. Sites within
the impact area lost up to 62% of their breeding adults, and
on average two out of every five (40%) breeding adults
disappeared (Fig. 10).

POSITIVE IMPACTS

FROM

HURRICANE MICHAEL: Despite

the impacts to the breeding population, the hurricane-altered
landscape provided ideal conditions for snowy plovers to
successfully hatch and fledge young during the 2019 breeding
season (Fig. 11). Because of the improved conditions,

presence of numerous inlets, lagoon, salt flats, and tidal pools

snowy plovers experienced a 300% increase in nest

that provide quality foraging opportunities for shorebirds. For

hatch rates in 2019 (Fig. 10). The increase in hatch rates

example, the beaches at Tyndall Air Force Base are designated

was directly related to a decrease in predation (Fig. 12). For

as a Critical Wildlife Area and St. Joseph State Park features

example, over the last five years at St. Joseph State Park,

seven miles of beach designated as a Wilderness Area. The

about 57% of nests were lost to predation every year, but

Photo by Kevin Christman

Figure 10. Positive and negative impacts from Hurricane Michael. Estimates for survival and productivity have not
been finalized and as such should be considered preliminary.
6

Pruner, R.A, M. J. Friel, and J.E. Bente. 2015. Ghost crab removal and beach nesting shorebird survival. Final report. Florida Park Service, District
1. Panama City, Florida, USA.
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Post-Storm

Photos by Caity Reiland-Smith

Figure 11. Photos of the pre- and post-storm coastal landscape and the creation of conditions more favorable to shorebirds.
following the hurricane only 11% of nests were lost. The

per male) during the 2019 season (Fig. 10). Incredibly, the

hurricane also impacted the predators in the area: ghost crab

number of fledglings produced in 2019 was five times greater

and coyote. Ghost crabs were directly impacted by the

than in 2018 (Fig. 12). This increase in fledglings occurred

hurricane - they were either washed away with the storm

despite the reduced breeding population. Snowy plovers took

surge or buried by shifting sands. We are uncertain how

advantage of the favorable conditions and continued nesting

coyote populations were impacted by the storm. However, the

throughout the breeding season (February to August), even

open and sparsely vegetated landscapes that resulted from the

after successfully fledging young. In fact, FSA partners

hurricane provides less cover for them to use when hunting. In

documented individual adults at one site successfully

addition, the predation management activities that continued

producing chicks from three different nests in the same

in the area the year following the hurricane likely contributed

season.

to lower predation pressure.

CONSERVATION IMPLICATIONS: Hurricanes are ecologically

The post-hurricane conditions also contributed to a

transformative and can create habitat favorable to shorebirds.

400% increase in productivity (the number of fledglings

Other shorebird species have also benefited from hurricane
impacted landscapes. For example, the piping plover breeding
population at Fire Island, NY increased by 93% following
impacts from Hurricane Sandy in 2012.7 Similarly, American
oystercatchers experienced higher hatch rates in North
Carolina for several years following impacts from Hurricane
Isabel in 2003.8
The dynamics between shorebirds and storms are complex. If
storms are too frequent, the boost to productivity and
recruitment into the breeding population may not be enough
to account for adult loss and sustain the population.
Conversely, if storms are too infrequent, natural dune
succession and the associated vegetation reduces potential
nesting habitat, raises predation rates, and lowers productivity.
The observations from Hurricane Michael and the transformed
landscape also provides critical insight for plover management.
The long-term monitoring data from the hurricane-impacted

Figure 12. Snowy plover predation rates (ratio of nests
lost to predation) and productivity (the number of
fledglings per male) in the impact area from 2014-2019.

area may inform future habitat restoration strategies to reach
the population recovery goal for snowy plovers.

7

Walker, K.M., Fraser, J.D., Catlin, D.H., Ritter, S.J., Robinson, S.G., Bellman, H.A., DeRose‐Wilson, A., Karpanty, S.M. and Papa, S.T., 2019.
Hurricane Sandy and engineered response created habitat for a threatened shorebird. Ecosphere, 10(6): e02771.

8

Shulte, S. A. and T.R. Simons. 2016. Hurricane disturbance benefits nesting American oystercatchers (Haematopus palliatus). Waterbirds 39
(4):327-337 .
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Timing of Ground Nesting & Flightless Chicks
Sensitive time periods for nests and chicks on beaches throughout Florida
Discovery dates may be influenced by FSD survey windows; nests and chicks can occur outside these ranges.

Nest
Discovery
Dates
Flightless
Chick
Occurrences

Nest
Discovery
Dates
Flightless
Chick
Occurrences

Ground nest discovery dates and flightless chick observations
from the Florida Shorebird Database (FSD) for 2011-2019
Query Date: June 23, 2020; source data server: FWC-WPCL001-A
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AMERICAN OYSTERCATCHER
Haematopus palliatus

Conservation Status Florida: Threatened
Age at First Breeding 3 years

CONSERVATION
Habitat enhancement and
restoration is an important
conservation strategy to
increase reproductive success.

Where Do Sand/shell rakes, natural
They Breed? islands, spoil islands, beaches,
and occasionally rooftops

WHERE OYSTERCATCHERS BREED

Nesting Season

Just Practicing

Breeding oystercatchers will
spend over 150 days at a single
nesting location...or longer if
they have failed attempts.

Banding has revealed that
two-year-old birds will pair,
court, defend territories, and
excavate scrapes, but
typically do not breed.

Nesting
Concentrations

Rooftops
Some oystercatchers have taken
to nesting on rooftops in Pinellas
County. They have high hatch
success, but surviving to fledging
in an urban environment is
difficult and poses a unique
conservation challenge.

When They Breed
March - September
Days to hatch: 27-29
Flight capable: 35-45 days

Clutch Size
Average: 3 eggs
Range: 1-3 eggs

Photos by: Britt Brown
and Pat Leary

Olympic
Chicks
Oystercatcher chicks in
Georgia were observed
swimming more than 800
feet across a river to
access foraging areas
with each
tidal change!

Living with
Shorebirds
If you see one or two
oystercatcher adults sticking
to an area during nesting
season, they are probably
nesting. Give them space!

Respect posted areas

July, 2020
www.flshorebirdalliance.org

BLACK SKIMMER
Rynchops niger

Conservation Status Florida: Threatened
Nesting Behavior High nest site fidelity

CONSERVATION
Banding and re-sighting efforts
revealed expansive movements
between the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts as well as interior lakes
during the non-breeding season.

Abundance 3,006 pairs in 2019
Life Span 23 years

WHERE BLACK SKIMMERS BREED

Selective Nesters

Breeding

Skimmers often explore
potential nesting sites for years
before they decide to nest. Be
sure to give them space - they
may establish a new colony!

The majority of skimmers
nest in ground colonies on
sandy beaches or dredge
islands. In 2019, 3% of the
population used rooftops as
nesting habitat.

Resting

Disappearing Act

Resting skimmers often put
their entire bodies on the sand
to give their busy neck muscles
a break after foraging.

When They Breed
May - September
Days to hatch: 21-25
Flight capable: 23-26 days

Clutch Size
Average: 4 eggs
Range: 2-5 eggs

Photos by: Jean Hall
and Jack Rogers

Nesting
Concentrations

A chick banded in SW Florida
at a Marco Island colony
disappeared for 2 years until
it was re-sighted in NE
Florida...then it returned back
to where it was banded.

Monitoring
Non-nesting skimmers often loaf
in and near nesting colonies,
making it difficult to determine
which adults are nesting. The
Black Skimmer Nesting Behavior
Guide can help distinguish
between the two.

Respect posted areas

July, 2020
www.flshorebirdalliance.org

LEAST TERN
Sternulla antillarum

Conservation Status Florida: Threatened
Species Range in Florida Most Coastal Counties

CONSERVATION

Up to a third of the North
American population breeds in
Florida. Conservation efforts
locally are vital to the overall
population.

Abundance 7,206 pairs in 2019
Life Span 24 years

WHERE LEAST TERNS BREED

Colonies

Rooftops

The average size of a groundnesting colony is 28 pairs
(range: 1-350). They can be
nesting in any area, even if you
only see a few birds.

In 2019, 55% of the population
used rooftops as nesting
habitat. Rooftops are
particularly important for least
terns who nest along the
Atlantic Coast.

Abundance Estimates

Intruders beware!

The current ground-nesting
abundance estimate is based on a
technique for minimizing double counting.
Accounting for detection of nesting pairs in
a colony will further refine the estimates.

Least terns will
actively defend nesting
areas by dive bombing
and defecating on
the intruder.

When They Breed
April - September
Days to hatch: 19-25
Flight capable: 19-20 days

Clutch Size
Average: 3 eggs
Range: 1-3 eggs

Photos by: Jack Rogers
and Maxis Gamez

Nesting
Concentrations

Survey Tips
Least tern chicks are adept
at hiding! Maximize your
chances of detecting and
counting chicks by surveying
early or late in the day when
adults are actively feeding.

Respect posted areas

July, 2020
www.flshorebirdalliance.org

SNOWY PLOVER
Charadrius nivosus

Conservation Status Florida: Threatened
Species Range in Florida Gulf Coast

Life Span Up to 17 Years
Nesting Beaches with Sparse Vegetation

WHERE PLOVERS BREED

CONSERVATION
Access to brood-rearing habitat is
critical for chick survival. When
chicks have access to posted and
protected habitat, they are twice
as likely to fledge.

Key Breeding Areas

Natal Dispersal

St. Joseph State Park is one of
the most important sites in
Florida for the snowy plover.
It has more than 10% of the
state's population.

Based on banding data,
fledglings disperse an
average of 22 miles from
where they hatched to where
they breed their first year.

The park also
produces the most
fledglings. These
fledglings are now
breeders broadly dispersed
throughout Florida’s
Gulf Coast.

Re-Nest Distances
Snowy plovers lay up to 5 nests each
season. Nesting attempts are often far
apart as adults seek out locations where
others have had success. In 2019,
average re-nesting attempts were
roughly 1 mile apart.

When They Breed
February - August
Days to hatch: 24-32
Flight capable: 28-42 days

Clutch Size
Average: 3 eggs
Range: 1-3 eggs

Photos by: Britt Brown

Nesting
Concentrations

Breeding Behavior
Females often re-nest after
eggs hatch and leave the male
to raise the young. Females
have been known to nest with
up to 3 males in a breeding
season. Males will also renest but usually have fewer
opportunities.

Respect posted areas

July, 2020
www.flshorebirdalliance.org

WILSON'S PLOVER
Charadrius wilsonia

Conservation Status Speces of Greatest
Conservation Need

CONSERVATION

Wilson's plovers are one of the least
numerous shorebirds in North America.
Florida holds 12% of their population
with 34% of that in the northeast part of
the state. Conservation strategies
implemented in Florida are important for
the entire population.

Primary Food Source Crustaceans
Annual Survival 80%

WHERE THEY BREED

Nesting

Group Behavior

Wilson's plovers nest in a variety
of habitats along the Atlantic
and Gulf coasts including salt
flats, sandy beaches, shell rakes,
lagoons, and marsh edges.

Although they are a solitary
species, Wilson's plovers will
form small groups to raise
alarm when intruders enter
their breeding territories.

Protection

Winter Movement

New breeding locations are
discovered every season as
partners search new habitats,
providing opportunities for
increased protection efforts.

Wilson’s plovers banded by gulf
coast partners at the American
Bird Conservancy and Audubon
Louisiana revealed they winter in
Central America.

When They Breed
The first spring after hatching
March - August
Days to hatch: 23-29
Flight capable: 21-35 days

Clutch Size
Average: 3 eggs
Range: 1-3 eggs
Photos by: Jack Rogers,
Jean Hall, and Britt Brown

Nesting
Concentrations

Survey Tip!
Chicks will often hide in
vegetation until they are
flight-capable. Pay close
attention to adult behavior to
determine if chicks are
present. If adults are excessively
vocal and conducting
aerial displays, they likely
have hidden chicks!

Respect posted areas

July, 2020
www.flshorebirdalliance.org

